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Foreword

For many years now I’ve been working on a book. Though I

might possibly see Mars before it’s completed, I’m slowly get-

ting there. But here’s the problem. People need this information

now, not when we colonize Mars.

So I’m releasing just a few of the important chapters as I work

through the process.

What I’ve done is break down the process of starting a not-for-

profit into tiny, digestible chunks. With a bit of humor thrown

in here and there. I do this by focusing on what you’ve done so

far, asking “Have You?” and framing each subject as a question.

If you haven’t done it, then do it!

Believe it or not, as OCD as I may be (those who know me

can stop shaking their heads in agreement) the intention for

this is not for you to pick it up and work through each section

every day. If you’re just starting out, work through each subject

chronologically at your own pace. If you’ve already started an

organization, feel free to close your eyes andpick out one subject

each boardmeeting. Or have staff collectively choose something

to work once every two weeks. Whatever you do and wherever

you are, choose something that allows you to have an early

victory.
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More like a devotional of some sort, there is no specific steps,

way, direction to this book. Start in the middle, start at the

beginning. Shoot, start 3/8ths in on the third paragraph. Each

organization is different. Consequently, its process will and

should be different too. Some aspects of this book may apply

now, others may apply later.

For example, perhaps you’ve scored a rock-star accountant,

but want to work on policies because the ones you currently

have are scribbled in crayon. No problem, start there. Or maybe

you’ve drafted policies that wouldmake the IRS green with envy

but your books are comprised of crumpled receipts with goo on

them. Still not a problem, start there instead! Take what you

need now, and leave the rest.

So please, back away from the ledge and enjoy. I don’t contend

this book to be the bible of all things nonprofit. There may

be other or different things that apply. Feel free to use this as

guidance…suggestions. Heck, there may be things you’ve done

that aren’t in here. Because you know, you’re a smarty pants.

Thanks for reading!

ErinMcclarty
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1

Brainstorming

Brainstormed Your Brains Out?

What better way to start off a chapter on brainstorming than to

talk about how to brainstorm.

Clearly, this is going to be awesome.

So we we’re on the same page, by “brainstorm” I mean

“complete mind dump.” Because by the time you’ve decided

to start a nonprofit you already have a pretty clear idea of what

you want to do. There may be vague edges here or there, or

may have it pretty well thought out. But either way, dump

all these ideas out regardless of how silly or how impossible

they seem. Because a brainstorm without filters, inhibitions

or preconceptions is where the magic happens. Note, I didn’t

mention the need for a specific environment or mood. No

expensive lattes or black turtlenecks are required here. Just

a pen or pencil and imagination will do here. Using tools like a
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HAVE YOU? THE QUESTIONS TO ASK WHEN STARTING YOUR NONPROFIT

mind-mapor brainstormcloud are fantasticways tomake sense

of it all without creating constrictions. Or your organization

system could be as simple as a binder with dividers.

Worst case, as you get everything down on paper you’ll start

to identify possible hurdles or even dead ends. Best case, you

realize youhave a pretty solid and executable idea on your hands.

Both a win-win. The other cool thing about brainstorming is

it subconsciously causes you to find the kinks. Suddenly you

notice what works and what may not. What may pose a problem

and what may require more research. Take as much time as you

need with the brainstorm. Become Facebook Friends with the

brainstorm. This is one of those foundational steps thatwill play

a gigantic role in the success or failure of your organization. Not

tomention, this is one of the few times where your organization

can be anything youwant it to be. Which incidentallymakes this

part one of the most exciting things you’ll do.

Questioned the Almighty Not-For-Profit?

Before we whip out the whiteboard and head further down

brainstorming road, one assumption to check out now is the

decision to be a not for profit.

There’s amisguided belief that good can only be carried out as

not for profit. As if all the other types of entities come from the

“kick kittens and fire people on Christmas” genre. Whilst this
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BRAINSTORMING

may have been true long ago, the landscape for purpose driven

organizations continues to evolve. In fact, its already evolved in

a way that, honestly, any type of organization can do quite a bit

of good regardless of what you call it. Are there benefits to being

a nonprofit? Absolutely. There are very tangible benefits like

possible federal or state tax exemption, postal service discounts

and service providers often waive fees. Then, there are the

intangible benefits like the sister (or brother) hood that comes

with the ability to say you’re a not for profit. But the good kind,

not the weird kind. Not to mention access to earmarked funds.

Sometimes the benefits are worth it. Other times, I wonder if

the cost for some balances out. Because not for profit’s come

with scrutiny, fiduciary obligations to the public, (sometimes

hyper) transparency, the pressures of playing into the starved

nonprofit lens and the fact that funding is becomingmore and

moreniche as funders getmore andmoreparticular tastes. Then

there are laws…somany laws. Federal laws over what you can

and can’t stick your toe into, agency “recommendations” on

what policies you should have, who to involve and what to do.

On top of the State laws doing the same. Don’t get me wrong,

running a not for profit is incredibly satisfying, but from my

understanding it can be incredibly tough as well. So I would

sit down and list out compelling reasons for why being a not

for profit is important. And don’t just write down “charitable

deduction” or “$$$.” Ask what is it about your organization

by which a not for profit status would make you distinctive.

If you have a model that allows you to sell something that is

self-sustaining and creates earned income youmay not need to

do a ton of fundraising, and least not perpetually out the year.

Making a not for profit status less important.
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Gathered All the Troops?

Noman is an island. No one can go it alone. All by myself, don’t

wanna be..*sings* all by myselllllf. Insert cliche here, the point

is it takesmore than just you tomake an organization successful.

And as an organization accountable to the public it can’t hurt to

involve the…? Public! Yes! You’re quick.

Before going too deep into formation make sure to start

your buy-in campaign. Meet with local housing associations

and boards. Attend neighborhood and city council meetings.

Go to open board meetings. Check out the activity calendars

of umbrella organizations. Sign up for emails from other

local organizations that may be doing what you do or serve

demographics that could be of interest. Give PSA’s, lots of

them. See if the local T.V. station allows not for profits to do

quick and inexpensive plugs. Book an interview on the local

news station. This is where you kiss the proverbial babies and

shake the proverbial hands. Because from themoment of official

formation on,moneywill be key. People will expect deliverables.

Whichmeans after you form isn’t the time to get out there and

let people know you exist. You want people to line up, waiting

for you to form. On the streets literally itching to thrown their

money at you. Of course, once it’s clear you’re not a 501(c)(3)

yet which I’ll talk about later.

Along those lines, do communicate you’re in the process

of forming something but want community feedback first. I

wouldn’t acceptmoney at this point, as youmay create personal
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BRAINSTORMING

liability you didn’t mean to take on by appearing to operate.

Instead, keep a running list of the people youmeet along with

how you may be able to help them in the future or vice versa.

This is a list you’ll resort back to more times than you realize.

Decided On What You Want to Do?

So you’ve brainstormed, you have a general idea of what di-

rection you want to go in and you’ve decided you want to

incorporate ninja kittens into the logo somehow. Now its time

to start filling in the bare bones outline. As an example, if you’re

an artist this is where you start “shading and creating depth” to

your idea. If you have my artistic ability, this is where you add

whiskers to the lopsidedmeatloafwith four legs you’ve intended

to be a cat.

What will the organization look like, how will it take shape?

What will it do, how will it do it and why? What is its beginning

and how will you know the mission has been accomplished?

What do you envision the greatest need will be? The biggest

hurdles initially. Remember, this is all still apart of the “before”

you actually start the process of formation. Going through

this process now is what will set you up in a way that’ll make

the formation process go a little easier. This shouldn’t be too

much of a stretch, because you’ve ostensibly takenmy advice

under “Brainstorm.” If you have, then all you’ll do here is piece

together the feedback and insights you got, filling in gaps and
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processing it in a way that carries it forward. If you didn’t well,

you’re learning pretty early in I give pretty good advice. Just

sayin’.

If you created any type ofmind-maps, VinnDiagrams or other

snazzy visuals above here you can start consolidating it all into

a really rough plan. And if it’s through enough it should start

to resemble the beginnings of a roadmap. All the pieces won’t

be there yet, but I bet you’ll find you’re alot further along than

where you’ve started. You should also have a much clearer idea

of just what the organization is going to look like. And you have

probably found evenmore kinks, hurdles or concerns. This is

good! You want to get as much of this worked out now, before

you committed to anything or anyone. Sure, there’s always the

possibility of righting the ship later, butwhyput of till tomorrow

what you can do today? (sorry, couldn’t resist)

Tested Your Decision?

Once you decide what direction to go in, do a few test laps with

the community and see what they think. Seek out potential

funders, clients, partners, “competitors” and leaders.

Don’t be afraid to ask pointed questions or request frank

feedback. Hearing less than stellar criticism ranks high on the

“Things that suck” scale, but challenges to the vision are good.

Provided you take them with a grain of salt, adopting what’s
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BRAINSTORMING

useful and leaving the rest. Because it’s by covering those gaps

you ensure success. Especially with feedback from individual

who run long standing or well respected organizations in the

community. Note suggestions and pay particular attention to

how people receive your vision. What is their body language like

andwhat type of language are they using? Now I’ll acknowledge.

I have heard a few cases where someone hears this wonderful

idea and runs out to file it for them. It’s unfortunate but a reality.

The good news? There are no numerical limits on amazing

organizations. Do we wish a thousand paper cuts on them?

Perhaps. But don’t use this as an excuse to sprint to filing; to

keep someone else from copying your idea. Theremay be things

you discover thatworkmore in your favor or less in theirs. As far

as funding, that’swhy you’re taking this time to learnwho those

people are and develop those relationships young grasshopper.

Worst case, show a little discretion with the leaders, activists,

professionals or whomever else you invite. Ask a few “feeler”

questions to get a better idea of their intent. Maybe shy away

from meetings where everyone and their 3rd cousin gets an

invite, at least at first. Bonus, you won’t have to feel all of those

people too. Instead, show some strategy with who youmeet and

how they can contribute to the organization.

KnowWhere You Wanna Be?

What other assumptions do people make when starting an
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organization? One, is the decision to organize as a corporation;

which I’ll talk about later. Theother is the belief that the location

of anorganization should bewhere its idea took shape. (Actually,

there’s a third assumption; that the “idea” for a not for profit

should always “become” a not for profit. Which isn’t true. But

it’s early in and we’re not trying to kill anyone’s vibe just yet.)

Taking location for granted is an easy mistake. After all,

human nature is for a founder to want roots where they live.

In most instances, where a founder lives is the best place to

start. After all, who knows the needs in your neighborhood or

city better than you? Still, there are a ton of other factors in the

decision. Which I suspect most people intuitively know, though

they don’t consciously think about it. Then, on the other end

are those well-meaning souls, repeating what they’ve read in

a business magazine, who are convinced Delaware is the place

to be. Don’t get me wrong, I love Colorado as much as the next

person. But let’s take a few steps back, shall we?

If you plan to rescue and neuter dogs in Southern California,

what’s your rationale for forming in Delaware? Not saying there

isn’t, there may be. What I am saying is in the world of legal

and business there are things called “trends.” Veritable jelly

shoes of the law and business sphere, so to speak. And while

many organizations have a legitimate reason to form an entity

in Delaware (or other popular places like New York or Dallas)

the reasons for doing so trend fact specific. Things like the need,

or desire, for certain tax breaks, favorable tax structures, the

availability of certain laws, etc. It’s important to look at your

demographic, geographic scope, operations, yada, yada, yada

to see what might be favorable for you. If you want to open
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BRAINSTORMING

corporate offices in different cities, or have substantial activity

in other states, there may be a need for a different approach.

May I point out that decisions like these are where an attorney is

super helpful. But keep in mind, if you form in a state outside of

the one you’ll be operating most in youmight require multiple

registrations in multiple states. Relevant because multiple

registrations can be tricky not to mention expensive. Each time

you register, you pay the State a registration fee and/or annual

fees. In addition tokeepingupwitheach state’s reporting,which

differ dramatically.

Worked Out a Business Plan?

I go back and forth on business plans. As an attorney, its sacri-

legious for me to turnmy back on a planning tool. Particularly

when said tool involves charts and color coding. Not tomention,

I’m pretty certain we agree to uphold all planning tools as part

of our oath.

On the other hand, recommendations to create business plans

can be misguided. The point isn’t to turn a nonprofit into its

non-charitable corporate counterpart. It’s the thought exercise

of working through the logistics. The added benefit is you’ll see

a few of the business plan’s concepts again when you formally

register with the state, but you’ll already be familiar with them.

What other benefits are there…well, business plans are a great

document to revisit whenmajor changes happen (what better
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way to navigate a detour and reorient than to glimpse at amap?)

Speaking of navigation, business plans help founders solicit

feedback, utilizing a document that outlines the mission and

vision instead of depending on random arm flails and grunts.

All of this with very little downside, with exception of the time

and resources that go into creating them. So knowing this the

question becomes, why not go through the exercise?

If you want to complete a business plan, and you don’t know

where to start, print out different business plans to get a sense

of what they can look like. Print a few business plans for non-

charitable corporations in addition to similar not for profits to

get an understanding of what the inherent differences are. Use

these as muses for your own plan but avoid creating a bride of

Frankenstein; throwingapiece inherewithapiece therewithout

much thought. Gather everythingyouneed (those scrapnapkins,

financials, budgets, etc.) and put them in one big folder or box

so they’re available as you go along. While you’re at it, throw

in any research you’ve done on similar organizations. This

can be helpful when you’re drawing a blank or trying to grasp

where your value lies. The most important thing in creating a

business plan to to address any distractors or detractors that

might takeaway from getting this done. Might sound silly, but

business plans can be tedious and you’ll quickly reach a point

where teeth cleanings may start to seem more entertaining.

Press on, and complete the exercise knowing the knowledge

you’ll gain will be well worth the time.
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Done Your Research?

I’ll spare you the inspirational speech backed against a distorted

symphony track. But I’m sure you’ve heard failing to plan can

mean failing before you start. Purpose driven organizations

are more susceptible to falling prey to this faux-paux. Because

(typically) there’s a major event, tragedy, loss or burst of

inspiration that serves as a catalyst. And the adrenaline behind

addressing that thing, whatever is, can tempt even the most

disciplined founder to skip a few steps. There’s no time towaste!

The problemwith this is, meaningful and sustainable impact

are the results of thoughtfulness. You avoid serving as a

breaking news segment way before things go wrong by taking

time to becomemore knowledgeable or getting that knowledge

from someone else where you don’t have it. Both of which

require a step back to let thingsmarinate. Maybe not a prizewin-

ning brisket marinate—more like a Monday margarita chicken

marinate. But marinate nonetheless.

Delicious food aside, my point is there’s never a bad side

to taking time. Time to learn more. Time to do the research.

What you ask? Before you file the first piece of paper you

should know what segments of the population are in need of

what you’re doing. In addition to understanding their needs,

wants, environments and pre-conceptions. Knowing what

typical funding avenues and possible funders exist doesn’t

hurt. With a running knowledge on imminent risks, and what

others are doing to mitigate them, also being key. And don’t
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confine yourself to a Google search, talk to current founders,

past founders, subject matter experts, community leaders, etc.

Not only does extensive research identify potential pitfalls but

it causes you to revisit assumptions that may not be accurate.

Assumptions that (if left unchecked) could block potential

success.

With all this said, I will caution against throwing on a black

turtleneck and adopting a, “We’ll just figure it all out as well

go along” approach. True, there’s no better time to act than

now… that is, unless eight months from now with a boatload

more understanding is better. In which case, I would go with

the latter. Because founding an organization is stressful. Why

make it harder by trying to learn every lesson the hard way?

Including the ones that could cost you your organization? Even

more importantly, and I mention this a few times throughout

the book, one of the common reasons people end up on the

wrong side of Johnny law is due to an oversight. Amistakemade

because someone didn’t know better or felt they were too busy

to take time to find out. Too bad regardless of the intent or the

rationale the result remains the same.

Read the State Law?

Once you’ve decided starting an organization is the way to go

this is the next natural step. The willy-nilly use of lingo can

make the process of starting a nonprofit confusing. Beforemost
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organizations even get to the summit (federal tax exemption)

they’ll need to form an entity with the State. So the laws on

what form your organization can take, how to go about creating

that form, what it can and can’t do and what its obligations are

will be spelled out in the States code(s). Some states go into a

little more detail than others. Some will have most of the laws

governing a nonprofit entity in one place. Othersmayhave them

spread out or even create different codes for different aspects.

For example, one Codemight cover property held by a nonprofit,

but a different codemight cover the taxes a nonprofit has to pay.

In other words, it may not be as easy as Googling “nonprofit

laws + Texas” and sitting back.

The other tricky part is the law where you form isn’t the only

law you need to worry about complying with. The laws where

you have “substantial contacts” or operations often apply as

well. What does this look like? Let’s say you have people on

the ground in Wyoming gathering data and promoting what

you do, you’ll likely need to be make sure you’re up to snuff

with Wyoming law. Andmay even need to register in Wyoming

if you have enough contact. The same true if you register in

California, but have affiliates in Texas. And as if this wasn’t

confusing enough, youmay be subject to lawsmerely by coming

into contact with people in its boundaries. This often happens

with fundraising and there continues to be an ongoing debate

about how “active” having a website that others access is. What

this means is if someone within a different State engages with

you, such as buying something of yours off your site, you could

subject yourself to the buyer’s laws, even if you’ve never stepped

foot in it. AND, with things like privacy the laws can even attach

to the person. So if a person fromMassachusetts is in California,
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and you’re handling their data, California and Massachusetts

lawmay apply.

So what are we to do? Well it depends on how large you are

and active your presence is. In the meanwhile, it’s important

to look at your activities. Are there specific States you’re really

active in or have a presence? Are website visitors coming from

the same States? Are you undergoing some sort of campaign

that will result in national coverage? If so, it probably worth

contracting with a consultant or firm familiar with making the

various registrations and advising on the various laws.

Read the Instructions to Form 1023 and IRS Publication 550?

I know these sound as interesting as reading the subtitles to

a public service announcement, but the Exempt Orgs division

of the IRS INCREDIBLY helpful resources, starting with its

instructions.

Don’t think this is an important step? What happens when

you try to put together the Sklurg (or whatever the latest “Build

It Yourself” furniture name is) without reading the instructions

first? There’s always aweird out of placewooden peg or crooked

shelf. Both of which throw the entire aesthetic off, but we try to

ignore it because we know we should have read the instructions

first. Similarly, in the excitement and chaos that is applying for

exemption it’s so easy to miss a step, which can hold up your
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application. So before applying, organizations should look at

the instructions to Form 1023, along with reading Publication

550, and understand them. Are the donation thresholds for a

charity met? Is the appropriate language in the articles? Are the

financials sufficiently detailed? Get all this in order before you

apply andmake the process so much easier.

And let’s be honest, the application itself can be stinking

confusing. Some questions have 3 or 4 sub-questions. Others

aren’t entirely clear on what all they’re asking. Even the clear

questions don’t have intuit, what is not clear is the answers that

might keep your application from getting hung up.

Bothdocuments are effectively IRS cheat-sheets (cheat-codes

for you gamers) posted for all to see. You’d be crazy not to take

advantage. Because by reading what the IRS highlights, lists

or focuses on you’re given a sort of fence to work within. Not

to mention you now have insights into what angle the agency

is coming from, pure gold! Not to mention that little detail

around logistics (howmuch you have to pay to get everything

processed, where it needs to go, what needs to be attached) are

covered here. Essentially, all the things that could make the

difference between a three month and a six-month application

review neatly wrapped with a bow. You won’t get many, so take

advantage of this gift.

Ran the Numbers?
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Money. Moola. Benjamins. Cash-ola. It may not be the reason

you’re starting an organization, but it is going to be its lifeblood.

And one big mistake organizations make is starting work they

don’t have the capacity to operate; human wise, knowledge

wise, asset wise and most importantly cash wise. From the

start, corners are cut. And a program that’s barely gotten off the

ground is put intoperil before it really evengets a chance togrow.

I’d argue that, at least in the beginning stages, nonprofits are

more capital intensive than their famed non charitable startup

brethren. Not to mention, nonprofits are harder to fund. Non-

charitable startups have the allure of future profits and stock

options to serve as a carrot, purpose-driven organizations have

to create an impact that resonates in such a way that it itself is

the reward. These realities are things you have to think about,

andmake a plan for overcoming, as soon as you decide to start

an organization.

Speaking of, if you’re applying for federal tax exemption an-

other prime opportunity to look at numbers comes up during the

application process. One section of the exemption application

requires a budget. This part is the bane of most applicants’

existence, and inmy experience something organizations throw

together. Numbers make me itch, so I get this inclination. Still,

I can’t underscore how important it is to slow down and take

aminute to really trudge through the numbers. Work through

every cost, both programmatic and operational. These could be

educational materials or fees (state, bank, etc.). Then repeat the

same for possible income. Now…. please fight the urge to be pie

in the sky here. Is it possible you meet Bill and Melinda Gates at

a barbecue, totally hit it off with Melinda, do couple’s bowling a

few times and get program grant for 250K dollars? Maybe. But
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right now, let’s stick with likelihoods. Are you likely to get 20K

in corporate funding in your first year? As an organization with

no track record? Are your numbers realistic? Remembering I’d

rather underestimate than overestimate my proposed income.

A budget is reality check. If, as it stands, there isn’t a

sustainable way for you to fund programs better you know now

thanmid-program. And if the picture looks particularly grim,

now you have a target for fundraising. In the meanwhile, be

frank with yourself on what you have the capacity to do RIGHT

NOW and do that.

Really Tried to Understand the Problem?

When Imeet founders contemplating an idea, I sense they’ve got

a general understanding of how their purpose should play out.

A charity drive here, toss in a program there, sprinkle on a little

socialmedia and let it all cook at 325 degrees. But understanding

just how different exempt organizations are from their for-

profit cousins is fundamental to success. And it’s not just a

matter of tax statuses and charity drives. The entire goal of your

organization will be counterintuitive to the many principles we

learn to accept in the non-charitable world.

Case in point, the sole focus of aWorkforceOrganizations isn’t

on placing people who graduate top of their class, rank highest

in their aptitude tests or register as green-blue personalities.
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These organizations extend their services to everyone. Decep-

tively simplistic, this type of model can be [messy]. How do you

get a competitive edge on organizations? Do you charge, and

if so what does that pricing model look like? All questions that

require us to step back and put together a game plan. Get a grip

on the problem.

Ask yourself, could you explain the problem you’re trying to

solve to me in a sentence? And not a sentence that leaves you

gasping for air. But a clear and to the point sentence. If I needed

to better understand the different facets of the problem (its

cause, cycle, contributors, victims, size) , could you explain

these without breaking into a sweat? What’s the solution?

Without giving a “The solution to starvation is food” type of

answer. For most organizations, the answers to each of these

questions is a no. It’s no wonder organizations find themselves

fragmented and overextended if their mission statement is

“food.” We need to know what do you think the problem is?

Execute, Execute, Execute

Once you’ve gotten a handle on the problem on THENwe start

thinking about the different ways of solving it. Where you

explain your solution and approach (logistics, beneficiaries,

impact, long term and short term vision)? What programs,

initiatives, campaigns etc. are going to execute your solution?

This is the fun part. As analogy, this is the part that after
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comes after your parents struggle several hours to assemble

a toy and you get to throw the stickers on. It can also be

incredibly scary. But we’re getting ahead of ourselves, this book

is filled with different vehicles to try and make it less scary.

The important thing is to understand the problem and possible

solutions enough to determine what the next steps are. For

example, if the problem I see is that environmental orgs don’t

have enough of a voice on Capitol Hill, and my purpose requires

I heavily lobby, does it really make sense for my solution to be a

501(c)(3) status? But don’t stop here.

Now that you have a command of the problem, and can

articulate the solution, how will you make sure you’re able to

connect those dots? Because doing anything otherwise would

be the equivalent of sending a boat out into choppy waters only

to get in the middle of no-where and think “Gee, now that I’m

here let me see if I have all the tools I need in case something

happens”. Before you set off, take time to understand what

will get you from Point “A” to Point “B”. In other words, what

vehicles will you use to get you from the problem to the solution.

Really think about this ahead of time and get it all down on

paper. That could be something as formal as a business plan

(which lucky for youwe talk about above) or a series of captioned

pictures. Have something you can revisit along the way; a plan.

If this is your first foray into the nonprofit space, after

you work through what the problem and what your solution

is, research the different types of vehicles other nonprofits

(specifically those with a mission and vision similar to yours)

use to solve the same or similar problems. As ameans of getting

your mind juices going and a way of possibly identifying gaps.

I’d even suggest looking across “sectors” and “industries” to
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see what others are doing. Perhaps they have similar problems,

solutions to which you could borrow and integrate. But don’t let

what you find be your end all be all. The point isn’t to replicate

what’s out there; it’s to solve a problem. Perhaps what’s out

there is “working” but won’t ultimately solve the problem. By

being deliberative you could be the one to have the eureka people

herald for generations to come (like the person who thought to

put cheese in pizza crust. Genius!)
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Creating the Shape

Pick an Entity, Will Ya?

So we’ve gone through the brainstorming process. You’ve got

the snazzy idea. Along with a good sense of how the idea should

look, what it should accomplish and how to execute on both.

Now, all that’s left is to find amoleskine wielding designer for

your minimalist logo and you’re set,right?!. Not quite. Now

comes the real work.

The process of thinking through how to organize a nonprofit

is one that is always overlooked in the formation process.

Everyone’s heard of the “nonprofit corporation,” the Marsha

Brady of entities. They fawn over it; talking about it as if it

were the only entity in town. But people, listen to me. There

are so many other choices out there, each with a different

benefit and different impact. If any part of the formation

process should consume most of your thoughts, this should

be it. Your nonprofit’s entity structure is its foundation. Entity
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impacts how the organization runs, its liability, tax exposure,

management, etc.

Are there are ways out if you make a mistake? Sure there

are. But it’s incredibly expensive lesson. Try to get it right

on the first go round. Think, what exposure should board and

staff have? Where will it operate? Which only matters because

you don’t want to get into a situation where you choose an

entity recognized in one state, but not in others. Also think

through management. What should that look like? Will there

be members? Does the entity allow you to file for a 501(c)(3)

exemption?

I know, sooo many questions. But once you have a good sense

of where to register the organization you can read up on the

entities available in that location. Keeping in mind all of the

questions and answers you’ve come up with. Lastly don’t cheap

out here! Some entities cost more to maintain than others. But

choose an entity because of its effectiveness, not howmuch it

costs. Youmay have to forgo a few Pumpkin Spice Lattes but I

have faith in you.

Remembered Your “Kind Bar” and “Map”?

Ever wake up one beautiful morning, and in a fit of spontaneity

decide to go hiking? Maybe ride bike? You whistle while

throwing on clothes, hop out of the house, get to the trail ….
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only to find you couldn’t be any less prepared. For one it’s a

hundred degrees out and you have no food or water outside of

the stick of Spearmint you’ve found in a pocket. Second, you

have no map and no clue where you’re going. Suddenly your

thoughts jump from frolicking through the forest to hoping your

brother likes that stereo systemyou left himwhen theyfind your

body and that Spearmint wrapper in the middle of the woods.

Oh, but wait; you never got around to finishing the will…shoot.

Jumping the gun is a common problem when someone is

driven by the fever fervor of wanting to do good. In the blow

and go of setting up it’s easy to forget to that you need to have

a plan. Once your dream organization comes into fruition, not

being prepared not only sets it up for failure, but will burn you

out. How do you knowwhether you’re prepared? Well, do you

have the financial ability to do what you’re trying to do? If

the only savings is a personal savings account with a negative

balance, it may be presumptuous to jump out and launch a

national organization. But let’s say you have a savings are ready

to get this thing started. Have you still forgotten a KIND Bar

and a map? In other words, are you starting something in a

way that youmay be able to do but will completely overwhelm

you? Common symptoms are: (i) trying to put 10 different

programs in place at one time, or (ii) jumping into a field you

‘re unfamiliar with without the right resources. Listen, I’m all

for adventure…actually that’s lie. I’m more of a (non-dairy)

Bailey’s by the fire kind of gal. Still, there’s a difference between

adventure and laziness [think of a better word].

Awareness is the magic word here. Ask yourself, am I (or

are we) being honest about our capacity to do the things we
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want to do. To make this conclusion sooner than later, create a

budget early in the process. Brain dump everything you think

you’ll need, from office supplies to human resources to space,

on paper and add it up. This exercise doesn’t have to be spot

on, but try to be as accurate as you can. If you’re not sure how

much something costs do a quick search online. But be honest!

Don’t try to skew costs so you feel better. A desk won’t cost

$10.50, regardless of what coupons you have. And if you get

stuck in the process, this is a great opportunity to ask the people

you trust (or have done what you’re doing) to help brainstorm.

Take notes of these conversations, and avoid the inclination

to scribble “poopy head” in the margins. Then, mull over

everything; let it all marinate. Where you realize you might

have overextended yourself, think of alternatives. For example,

rather than starting with several offices nationwide, maybe you

could set up a network of partnerships instead. If you don’t have

the financial capacity to do something, maybe you can wrestle

up some in-kind? You get the gist.

What’s Your Name Again?

On topof choosinga structure, choosinganame is another tough

decision you’ll make. How this plays out is the founder works

through several legal pads, frustrated that nothing rhymes with

“crisis.” Dozens of crumpled paper (and two annoyed family

members) later they land on “the best name ever.” Finally, the

moment arrives. The founder pens in this amazing name and
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submits an application for state registration. But, what is that?

The name has been rejected by the state? What is this sorcery?!

All of that work, only to get a letter informing them the name

can’t be used because it’s “substantially similar” to one already

existing. But this melodrama could have been avoided!

Most states don’t allow organizations to use names “decep-

tively similar” or “substantially similar” to an existing organi-

zation’s name. Because of this, almost every state has a database

you can search through before submitting an application. So

check name(s) for availability before going too far into the

process. I even call the agency’s to ask about a name and see

if there’s an all clear. While you’re checking, keep in mind, in

many states this rule applies to other charities as well as non-

charitable businesses.

After searching the databases, don’t stop there. See who is

operating under similar or closely related names around the

country by searching DBA and federal trademark databases.

Especially if you plan on having a national presence. Doing

this accomplishes two things. You get an idea of who donors

might confuse you with (wouldn’t want us confused with that

taxidermist down the street would we?) Secondly, you canmake

a reasonable guesswhether you’re at risk of getting anasty cease

and desist for trademark violation(s). For using (or getting too

close to) amark, name or identifier that someone has registered

and legally owns.

A few other reminders with names? Make sure donors will

understand what you do. Check to see if your state dictates what

has to be in a name (i.e. do you have to use Inc. or LLC)? Oh, and
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if (after all of this) you don’t plan to register the name for a bit,

reserve the name so it’s not poached while you get everything

together.

Who’s in Charge Here?

Depending on what form an organization takes (i.e. is it a cor-

poration, LLC or Unassociated Nonprofit Corporation) “some-

thing” or “someone”will need tomanage it. With a corporation,

you appoint a board of directors. With an LLC, you appoint

managers or members. But there has to be captains steering

the ship. These will be the ones who facilitate the first meeting,

adopt the bylaws, oversee operations, etc.

How an organization manages itself impacts every aspect

of its existence. One, because management sets the tone, or

shall we say the mood, for how an organization will turn out.

Two, the “captains” will have special legal responsibilities to,

and in how they run, the organization. Both good reasons

to put more thought into your management choices than you

do in recruiting a football fantasy team; perhaps a tad more.

Focusing on the quality and commitment of potential leaders,

as well as making sure minimum legal requirements are met

(for example, residency requirements). If you plan to file for

federal tax exemption, keep state law AND the Federal Tax Code

inmind. For example, theremay be local rules onwho can serve,

who can’t, how long and howmany.
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When choosingmanagement, there are other factors to con-

sider outside of just the legal. There’s the softer side of the

decisionmatrix, the side that likes to cuddle. Like, do you like

them? Are they dedicated? Do they get “it”, whatever “it”

may be for you. For example, do they understand the catalyst

for starting the organization? What impact the organization

is trying to have? How everyone fits into the bigger picture?

And what role they play? Are they comfortable making copies

and picking up wine? Do they get along with everyone? Do

they reflect the demographic you’re trying to help or represent?

The community you’re hoping to have an impact in? Are they

comfortable dissenting everynowandagain (note the emphasis)

if something is happening that doesn’t align with the mission?

Are they capable of expanding the organization’s network,

making contacts and bridging with the community? This may

seem like a lot, but management really is the seed fromwhich

your organization with grow (Gag, that was cheesy but it’s so

true). So there’s nothing wrong with being a little picky.

To Be Or Not To Be….A Membership Organization?

There’s a ton of confusion around the topic of membership.

It’s important to understand there is membership and there

is membership. One is a way to fundraise, where “members”

pay a fee for certain benefits and get a nifty bottle opener in

return The other, and the one I mean for the purposes of this

chapter, is voting membership.
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Members for fundraising purposes (also known as “friends of

an organization”) are completely different than legal members

of an organization. For one, legal members and their rights

are addressed in the formation documents of the organiza-

tion. Secondly, legal members have unique rights within an

organization. Depending on the bylaws and state law, legal

members can add or remove board members, amend governing

documents, vote to dissolve or merge, etc. If we’re being tech-

nical, board members fall under the definition of “members”

in some states. So the average organization’s board solely

composes its “membership.” And outside of that board, no one

else has management or decision-making rights. But some

organizations vest these rights in “members” whomake up a

certain demographic. Often you see this with organizations that

serve a specific type of group (like an ink printing association)

and want to ensure that demographic has some type of control.

Finding the right mix of control can be a bit like being

Goldilocks. Leaving every decision to the discretion of a

board may not be right, but leaving decisions with a large

membership may not fit either. In which case you can create a

hybrid arrangement, where there’s a membership that defers

to the board on facilitating the organization. In any case,

if membership is something you’re looking at I’d strongly

encourage you save box-tops and hire an attorney to help

with the documentation. Specifically, to make sure things like

stalemates and responsibilities are covered.

Andwhile we’re on the topic of what to cover, if you intend for

a membership arrangement to exist it’s incredibly important

to address membership in the bylaws. Cover the specifics,
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like who can be a member and who can’t. Are there specific

qualifications? How do interested persons becomemembers?

Are members voted in? And if so, when? What are their

rights and obligations while a member? How domembers stay

members (are there dues) and for how long? What is the process

for removing a member? Spell all of this out, because state law

will dictate whatever isn’t in the bylaws (which may not be in

your favor). And if the law is silent on a point you’re not only

left feeling around for a resolution but expose yourself to being

challenged. If after all of this you decide you don’t want legal

members, make that clear too.

What Are Your Alternatives?

Before you start the registration process, it never hurts to

take a look at what some of the alternatives are. In other

words, what are other ways to accomplish what you want to

accomplish? For example, if there’s an existing nonprofit with

a similar mission, does it make sense to see if the existing

nonprofit is open to expanding its programming; through a

formal partnership or fiscal sponsorship? If a nonprofit’s scope,

duration or fundraising activity will be low does it makemore

sense to operate as an unincorporated nonprofit association?

Especially if having a tax exempt status isn’t a necessity?

To get going, take a piece of paper and think of all the ways

you could accomplishwhat youwant to accomplish if therewere
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no limits. Don’t be afraid to look at what people are doing cross-

industryandwaysyoucouldapplywhat theydo towhatyouwant

to do. Is there something in the restaurant industry, or logistics

industry that could assist you? It’s amazing how innovative

we are when we don’t apply limitations. And you might even

find a really creative way to deliver that has more of an impact

that it otherwise would. Worst case, you can still do something

amazing albeit not in the way you originally envisioned. Don’t

worry, all the sweat equity but in to this point doesn’t have to

be for naught. Put some of those relationships you built with

the community into use by building relationships and creating

coalitions. Best case, you come up with an incredibly exciting or

innovative way that never occurred to you.

Tobe clear, I don’t subscribe to the, “For the loveof everything

good, aren’t there enough nonprofits?” diatribe. I suggest

alternatives because to do good is awareness. There might be a

more impactful way to go about doing what you’re trying to do,

and at the end of the day isn’t it all about the cause? Questioning

the need or necessity for a cause you care about can be tough

uncomfortable. It might even put you on the defensive, as your

forced to look atwhy it is you reallywant to start anorganization.

Listen, to be fair everyone loves adulation. Who of us hasn’t

ceremoniously placed a dollar or two in a donation box, thinking

about how awesome we are. And secretly wanting someone else

to tell us how awesome we are for being awesome. Don’t judge,

we all do it!
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Getting it All Together

At Last We Meet: Run First Official Board Meeting?

The very first official board meeting can be a busy one. Outside

the stress of deciding on a snack spread, there’s the business of

voting on every important aspect of starting the organization.

From filing applications to opening accounts and so on. I make

a point of saying “official board meeting” because the board

has ostensibly met informally a few times informally before the

grand pumbameeting. In fact, the board should have met a few

times before the grand pumbameeting, if for no other reason

than to fraternize, update and continue tomake sure everyone is

on the same page. Leaving official matters for the more formal

meeting to come.

During its first initial meeting, directors can appoint addi-

tional directors, if any, appoint officers, vote to submit state

registration, choose a minutes format, vote to submit an appli-

cation for federal tax exemption, adopt the bylaws, authorize
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a bank account, adopt a fiscal year, start finalizing a budget,

adopt a form for the minutes of the meetings, authorize the

payment (or reimbursement) of formation fees and filing fees,

designate chairpersons and members of committees, authorize

check signers, choose insurers choose an office mascot, you get

the picture. Staff don’t necessarily have to be at this meeting,

especially since it is a board meeting. But if there are staff or

consultants it doesn’t hurt to have them come speak and give

updates.

The first formal meeting is where the organization starts

planting roots and get momentum, making decisions on and

planning next steps. It’s all incredibly exciting stuff. But fight

the urge to hold a marathonmeeting for 6 hours. Themeeting

should last no longer than onemeal and perhaps a light snack.

Go in with a pretty solid agenda, broken down in the amount of

time to be spent on each topic. Have someone actively time and

move the organization forward where time expires on a specific

item. If there isn’t a secretary yet, nominate someone to take

“got it” notes on discussions, record votes and jot down any

items the board tables. Someone should be able to read “Got

it” notes after the fact and think “ok, got it.” Notes that make

readers squint, re-read or guess are not only stressful, but they

won’t be helpful when the organization tries to refer back to

themweeks later, which they will.

Trudging Through the Mud: Drafted and Filing Registration

Docs?
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I’d love to say that the process of drafting the documents that

give life to your organization is exhilarating and satisfying.

In reality, its tedious and mind-numbing. In fact, between

drafting formation documents or rolling around on a bed of

sea urchins drafting barely registers as a better choice. BUT the

next few steps I’ll cover will shape the organization and its level

of success. So spend a lot of time here, carefully piecing together

the organization’s bones and taking precautions to ensure your

documents reflect your intent.

While we’re on the topic of drafting formation documents,

let’s address the elephant in the room. There are a TON of

formation templates out there, from bylaws to certificates of

formation and everything in between. Don’t get me wrong,

templates in and of themselves aren’t a problem. But under-

stand, when you use someone else’s template word forword you

immediately constrict yourself. You start within a box created

by someone without knowledge of your mission, your vision or

your purpose. If you plan to use templates, my suggestion is

to sit down and write out what you want to accomplish in your

own words first; any words nomatter how simple they sound.

Then use templates to help flesh out the base understanding.

For example, if you find a template with an indemnity section

you like, look to that language for in-spir-a-tion *I said this

very slowly*. But don’t automatically include everything in the

template assuming it wouldn’t be there if it wasn’t important.

Lastly, I always recommend organizations draft all the starter

documents at the same time, for example drafting bylaws at

the same time as drafting a Certificate of Formation. Primarily

because there’s almost always some duplication and you want
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to ensure these documents don’t conflict with one another.

In many states, entities outside of corporations don’t require

you draft or file formation documents, I say do it anyway even

where it isn’t required. Avoid being too specific but don’t be so

broad that there’s no clear directive. If a state or federal agency

requires certain language (for example certain magic phrases

to include in formation documents) find out what these are and

make sure to put them in there.

Created a Killer Mission Statement?

Amission statement is much like a rouge bottle of wine found

during a power outage. Fairly innocuous, and maybe even

missed in the day to day, it’s clutch when you really need it.

All kidding aside, the mission statement is honestly kinda

sorta important. So important that drafting the thing always

seems to intimidate. To beat writers block focus on making

the mission statement short, concise, easy to remember and

easy to recite. Cover what the organization does, for whom,

where, and how. Warning: don’t succumb to drafting a mission

statement that requires a dictionary and one long, deep breath.

Use present tense language that’s accessible to people within

the organization and its demographic (i.e. perhaps this isn’t the

place to use valetudinarian… yes it’s a word).

As the organization grows, you may (scratch that, you will
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likely) amend the mission from time to time. So don’t squeeze

everything you’ve done or plan to do here. Summarize who you

are at a very high level. More than something catchy to put on

business cards, the mission statement will either empower or

impede. Your mission statement should rally the troops. So

wrought with inspiration it moves everyone to throw on Bruce

Springsteen and a pair of cut-off jeans. If themission statement

doesn’t stir up passion then it becomes nothing more than a

piece ofmarketing. Create something that inspireswhile driving

home impact. And once you come up with something you like,

have a process that triggers periodic reviews. Especially during

major changes to the organization, staff, funding or the clients.

If there are updates to the mission statement, communicate

these to your State Attorney General (or whatever state office

oversees nonprofit organizations.) Also sending a copy to the

IRS or noting the change on your 990 filing where the filing

date is close. Note, some offices (including the IRS) will require

back up documentation (like board minutes) be sent in with the

change evidencing the changehas beenmade in accordancewith

the bylaws. Updating agencies could seem like small potatoes,

but it’s important agencies have an up to date version of your

mission statement in case your activities come into question.

Whether or not an organization has acted out of bounds will

be determined based on what themission statement says and

you s don’t want to be accountable to a mission statement the

organization already decided is no longer relevant.

Keep in mind, there’s a difference between the mission state-

ment and the vision statement. The vision statement focuses

on your raison d’etre; reason to be. Your muse. Why it is you

do what you do. Whereas the mission statement, well consider
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that a metaphorical little brother. It will follow you everywhere,

hovering over program decisions, evaluations, operations, re-

cruitment and fundraising; you name it. A constant reminder to

staff, volunteers and the board of what the goal line is.

Terms: To Infinity and Beyond?

During the formation process you’ll need to decide how long

the organization will exist. The decision can be a tough one,

especially if you haven’t taken much time to think about the

end game. Or in other words, what success looks like for your

mission. Because fundamentally, answering this question also

answers “How much time to do need to accomplish what we

want to accomplish?”

Organization’s can choose a finite number of years (say 15

years) or perpetuity. The decision can seem fairly trivial when

you can just opt for infinity, and for many it may be. But

where a nonprofit houses a very specific, and finite, program

the decision will take a little more thoughtfulness. Some

organizations choose to go with a finite term to create a sense

of urgency, that way there’s some pressure to accomplishing

the mission and the danger of meandering into ineffectiveness.

You see this often with foundations, who want to make sure

their dollars don’t just sit but are actually put to use. Still others

feel agreeing to perpetuity sends the wrongmessage, since the

entire purpose of a mission organization is (arguably) to put
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themselves out of business. On the flip side, there are founders

who want to make sure they leave a legacy, and that their

mission carries on long after their gone; something perpetuity

guarantees.

Ultimately the decision comes down to what the organization

plans to do, and how. Potentially, there are downsides to

miscalculating. What happens if the registration expires and

someone forgets to renew? For some, a lapsed registration could

not only result in losing rights to their namebut could also result

in losing state and federal tax-exempt status. And possibly

funding, as a result of the fallout. It’s for these reasons that

most organizations choose to go with perpetuity, vowing to

revisit the need again down the line. Meaning, sans any hiccups

(violations, failure to pay taxes, filing the appropriate reports,

etc.) the organization exists for all time (*cue echo* infinity,

infinity, infinity). But this isn’t the end all be all.

As an aside, if the organization decides not to register with

the state, for example where state law doesn’t require filing

formation documents, I’d still draft a document that sets out

the rules governing the organization, one of which is how long

the organization will exist.

Picked that Pesky Registered Agent?

Some state registrationsmay require you to appoint a registered
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agent. As royal as the title may sound, it essentially means

“human mailbox” so don’t get too excited. It’s someone who

will receive official mail from state agencies, or anyone else

trying to get into contact with the organization.

A fairly innocuous decision, there isn’t a ton that goes into

making this decision. But whomever you choose should be the

“responsible person” of the group. The one who makes sure

everyone has their seat belts buckled before the car pulls off. Not

the person who asks if something six months past expiration is

still “good to eat.” Because the registered agent might receive

some pretty important, time sensitive stuff. And once the

registered agent receives documents, they’re consideredmailed;

whether or not that agent forgot to forward themon to the group.

In addition to appointing someone dependable, it’s important

to update this contact from time to time. I don’t know how

many organizations I run into with a founding boardmember

from 13 years ago listed as the registered agent. Open for public

inspection, the will need to be comfortable with having their

personal address onfile for theworld to see. That is, if a business

address isn’t allowed. And lastly, check for state specific rules

that may shape the decision. For example, I mentioned some

states require the registered agent be an individual who uses a

personal address, inwhich case you’ll need tofind someonewho

is comfortable with having their address on file. Some states

allowed the registered agent to be an organization or individual,

but require they live in state with a local address. In Texas, there

has to be a written consent from the agent agreeing to take on

the position. Guess they got tired of people drunk agreeing to

be a registered agent. Go figure.
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When Does a Fiscal Year Begin and End?

Another boring decision, I point this out only because the fiscal

year can be implications that organizations don’t think about.

The fiscal year is where you decide when each year of ac-

counting begins and ends. Which seems innocuous enough. But

something to consider when deciding on an accounting period

is the tax implications it creates. In states with a significant

amount of tax filings or reports, it may be easier to keep track

of everything on a calendar year. A funky fiscal year maymake

it difficult to remember when things are due. The samemay be

true for federal tax requirements too.

Something else to consider is what impact a fiscal year might

have on year end reporting. Trying to close books around the

same time there’s a ton of programming, or worse— a year end

event, sounds about asmuch fun….actually it just doesn’t sound

fun at all. Think about the programming season your specific

type of organization typically has and keep that in mind while

making a decision.

Lastly, if you plan to solicit grants think about the fiscal year

and how it ties into the grant cycle for major funders. If your

fiscal year ends at a time when funders aren’t giving grants,

you could find yourself in a tough spot when the books close.

For example, if your fiscal year ends in May, grants may not

be awarded until August. In which case, youmay wind up with

grants in the pipelines but books in the red because they couldn’t
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be recognized yet. Now that I think about it, maybe this isn’t

such a boring decision after all. Nothing to freak out about, but

definitely something to plan for.

Drafting Bylaws: A Test of Endurance?

I can’t underscore the importance of having a good set of bylaws,

tailored specifically to your organizations makeup, history,

culture anddynamic. Essentially an instructionmanual, copying

and pasting seventeen different bylaws you pluck off Google

not only reads funny but it’s completely useless. Crafted with

someone else’s philosophies and priorities in mind, you’ll wind

up creating bylaws direct use as coasters.

Don’t get me wrong, they can be a pain to work through. But

think of all the stress you avert by having a document that tells

you exactly what to do in a given circumstance. The key is

to avoid the overwhelm, which can happen quickly with this

document. Do asmuch research on bylaws as you do every other

aspect of the organization. Treating these as seriously as you

treat the rest of the registration process. That is, if you treat

registration process very, very seriously. If not, scratch what I

just said and start over in Chapter One.

So now that we’ve agree you’d be crazy to throw bylaws

together- a few tips. Not all states require you, and some beg

you not to, send in a copy of the bylaws when registering. Check
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to see whether that’s the case, but evenwhere it is it’s still much

easier to draft bylaws at the same time as drafting the rest of

the registration documents. Drafting each at different points

in time leaves you susceptible to creating conflicts between the

documents. Disaster when it comes time to get on clarity on

how to handle specific issues that come up.

Remember, where registration documents are a blueprint,

bylaws are the design renderings. Registration documents

cover high level topics like structure, leaving the bylaws to

go into detail on the day-to-day. And it’s because the bylaws

cover so much of the day-to-day that it’s important you write

them accessibly; using language everyone understands. The

more “hereintoforethereafters” you include the more likely it

is it will be used as a napkin. Use words that don’t require a

dictionary and break each section down in small, digestible

portions. Making sure each has its own number or letter,

making it easier to reference. Bold the headings, puh-leaze

include page numbers and remember table of contents are our

friends. I also like to include a “Summary Sheet” in my bylaws

to quickly summarize important aspects that come up often

for easy reference during board meetings. For example, what

quorum is and voting procedures.

Taken Your (Identification) Number?

Whether or not there are employees, as you start to operate
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you’ll need tax identification numbers. On the federal level this

is will be an EIN (yes, it stands for “Employer Identification

Number but I promise you don’t have to have employees) and

you’ll use this to file taxes with the federal government. The

process is fairly straight forward and surprising flexible. You

can apply by calling or filling out an application online. Quick

aside, anyone looking to get federal tax exemption will need an

EIN before filing.

But wait, there’s more! Unfortunately, it isn’t a brand new

car; it’s another fun application to fill out. After the EIN comes

the tax identification number(s) for the state (or states) you’ll

operate in. If you haven’t already picked up on this, not all

states are the same and some may accept the EIN for filing

purposes. This is something you’ll have to check once you

decide what states you’ll file in. And I’d do this sooner than

later to make sure you don’t miss requirements around timing.

To further complicate things, some states may require their

own tax identification number; even if you’re not registered

to operate there. In these states, selling products or services

within their boundariesmay be enough to trigger an application.

As you start registering in different states, might I suggest a

chart listing each state and specific requirements or deadlines

each has? Keep a copy of this in the operatingmanual and the

board handbooks, updating as the need arises.

Sometimes clients askme if they should register for the sakeof

registering. Before you ask yes, they’re of sound body andmind

and yes I understand where the question is coming from. They

want to be on the safe side. But there could be tricky implications

in taking this approach. Registering may subject you to laws
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youmay have otherwise been subject to. I’m not saying avoid

registrationat all costs, sopleasedon’t rundown to the taxoffice

with this bookarguingwith the tax (wo)man. What I amsaying is

let’s justmake sure registration is trulymandatory. Other things

to keep in mind, keep any little confirmations or letters you get

when registering. These can have important information on

themand sometime it’s a beast trying toget another copy. Guard

this as you would guard your last McDonald’s monopoly pieces,

Make copies for backup and put these somewhere central. If the

organization has subsidiaries or other arms, it’ll be important

for you to look into how these get captured and whether needs

its own number or all report under one. Any confirmations will

probably go over how the number needs to be used and when

so pay attention to this and if its “unique” enough it may even

warrant being included in the spreadsheet I mentioned above.

Meditated On the IRS User Fee?

It happenswithout fail. Iwork throughan application for federal

tax exemption with a group. We laugh, we cry, we run for gelato

andwe laugh again. Then comes the time to package everything,

put it in an envelope and write out the…….user fee check (duh,

duh, duuuuuh). Without missing a beat, the check writer will

ask me “So, if we file under the cheaper option but make over

the threshold…….what happens?”

I get it. Typically, it’s a founder using their life savings and
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boxtops to start the organization. And let’ s be honest, $600

dollars for an application fee is not chump change. Shoot, it’s

not even change. So possibly saving thatmuchmoney is enough

to tempt anyone. But there’s a few problems here. One, this is

why I insist on a hard look at financial bandwidth before starting

down the yellow brick road of formation. Because starting any

venture is going to cost money. And falling into a “starving”

mentality while laying the foundation for somethingmeant to

impact lives is not a good look. If the $400 or so dollars will have

a dramatic impact on what the organization can or can’t do, this

might be a sign to hold off and revisit doing an organization

until later. Consider a temporary fiscal sponsorship to fundraise

and try again down the road.

Two, if there’s one group I don’t want to play the, “let’s

see what happens” game with it would be the IRS. To be fair,

there isn’t a ton of literature out there on what happens. At a

minimum, the discrepancy could trigger an audit. Especially

where the first year it files it not only hits but majorly exceeds

the threshold for the smaller fee. But worst case scenario? You

could place your exemption status at risk.

The third problem I see is the subliminal message that lies

behind the question. The magic number is $50,000 in gross

assets. If the organization intends tomake this or less then they

mayopt for the lower fee. Whichof coursepromptspeople to say,

“Oh, youknowwhat. I don’t thinkwewouldevermake thatmuch

any time soon.” Which puts me on the edge of screaming and

throwing things. What?! Who on earth starts a venture thinking,

“Knowwhat. Rather than trying to be as successful as possible

we just settle for scrapingby and call it a day?”The samepersons
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who post spoilers on their timelines multiple times throughout

the day that’s who. Don’t be these people. “We’re here to serve

you…unlesswehit 50k inwhich casewe’re good” isnot a rousing

vision statement. If your budget, community conversations, and

comp’s point to revenuesmore than 50K, light the incense, take

a deep breath, do a little chanting if you need to and write the

$600 check.

For My Next Trick: Created an Awesome Federal Tax

Exemption App?

What’s the biggest sin organization’s make during formation?

It’s failing to use the tax exemption application for all its glory.

Perfect example? The narrative question in Section 4. Ap-

plicants typically throw two sentences here, but there it sits;

like shimmering gold just waiting for you to gush about all

the amazing things you’ve done, are doing and will do. Use

it! Remember, this document is something donors, funders or

supporters may lay eyes on at some point. Get people excited by

talking about how you’ll change the world and tying activities

into this mission. If world class music is your thing, don’t harp

on the BBQ fundraiser you just put on. And don’t sabotage your

application by focusing on something totally unrelated to your

mission; like a plan to sell brandedmicrowave ovens.

Other things to keep in mind? Follow the directions. At-
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tach additional documents where indicated, provide all the

information requested and submit things in the order listed.

Watch for conflicts throughout the application. Don’t check

a box that says there won’t be international operations, but

talk about Tazmanian offices in the narrative. Answer each

question directly, and note where questions have several sub-

parts. Ifwhere it asks about boardmembers, take this as another

opportunity to show off. Gush about the amazing talent coming

in. Double check all the numbers provided in the budget section

andmake sure to fill out schedules where they apply.

As an aside, organizations often ask if they should submit a

much shorter (aptly named EZ) application instead of the longer

application. A couple of thingswith this. One, the EZ application

applies to a limited number of organizations, so it’s important

to run through the IRS’ EZ checklist to see if you fit in. Two,

do we really want to start our life changing mission by taking

shortcuts? What types of subliminal messages does this create?

What opportunities do you lose by not having answers on file

for the world to see? Or working through process of answering

those tough(er) questions. Lastly, because the concept is still

new(ish) there’s speculation on what the proverbial other shoe

will be with the EZ app. The IRS’ lack of review at the start of the

process could result in more revocations once annual returns

get filed; as the IRS pokes through to sniffout organizations that

don’t qualify. It’s this uncertainty that’s giving some funders

pause in dealing with EZ certified orgs, andmay work against

an organization when applying for grants. Listen, there are

organizations small enough in scope and duration to where

the EZ is the best option. But, it’s important to recognize

the “EZ” route (pun intended, couldn’t help myself) may not
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be the best route in the long run. And deciding what to file

should be thought through based on the type of organization, its

exposures, experience of the founders and other factors. If the

mission is one founders aren’t too sure will pass muster with

the IRS, testing it in the more formal process is a better way to

go.

I’ll also point out, certain organizations can self-declare

exemption statuswithout going through the applicationprocess.

Typically churches and some 501(c)4’s do this. I would stick this

in the same “is this right for us bin” as the EZ application; after

all there are similar risks. Not to mention, these organization’s

may still have to fill out paperwork. For example, 501(c)(4)’s

still have to file an intent to operate document.

Who’s Paying These Taxes?!

After registering for formation and getting federal tax exemp-

tion don’t forget to address state taxes. This happens so often,

and winds up getting organizations in trouble with back taxes.

Many if not all states have some type of franchise tax, sales and

use tax, property tax, etc. Getting an exemption status doesn’t

necessarily keep you from paying these unless you go through

the state’s exemption process.

Some states will allow organizations to claim exemption by

simply going through the federal exemption process, by sending
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in a copy of the federal exemption letter. But this dreamy

outcome is rare. More often than not, organizations have to

file an application with the state explaining how they qualify

for exemption from the state’s taxes. Some orgs might even

be required to attached certain documents to prove existence

and operations. A state’s comptroller or tax authority’s website

will have information on what types of taxes apply to federally

exempt organizations, what exemptions to apply for and links

to the applications. Look this up early in the process (preferably

before you send out the IRS’ exemption application) to avoid

going through the hassle of writing a check for taxes you didn’t

have to be responsible for.

Few things to keep in mind here. For one, how you structure

the organization and its operations will determine what your

tax exposure will be. You may be subject to paying taxes in

more than one state. Where this is the case, you’ll need to go

through each state’s process for getting exemption. Secondly,

you may not qualify for as much exemption as you think so

prepare yourself. More and more I’m seeing states resort to

taxing entities that would previously have been exempt as a way

of bringing more money in. Which is why it’s important to look

up the rules in your state. Lastly, taxes at the state level may not

be the only ones to worry about. There may also be taxes at the

city andmunicipal level to think about. And these may require

an application separate from the state’s application. So as you

research what tax obligations lie in wait with the city, also peek

at the city’s website to see what taxes theymay be collecting too.

This is especially important if you plan to own land.

So in summary, sending in a federal tax exemption application
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doesn’t exempt you from all taxes; or even most taxes. There

may be state, city or municipal taxes you are responsible for too.

Where there are exemptions available for these you’ll want to

avail yourself.

Given the Attorney General a Ring-a-Ding?

Alas, many states require organizations give the State Attorney

General special notice before being recognized.

I know, I know. But it’s outside my control.

This requirement changes fromstate to state,withmost states

settling for the registration. That being the case, you’ll need to

check locally to see if this is a requirement. Normally the notice

comes in a form that has to be submitted or filled out online.

Not that you need reminding, but whatever you fill out on this

form should match everything else you’ve filed. That being the

state registration, federal exempt documents, tax applications

and anything else you’ve submitted. If you haven’t already,

you’ll find the opportunity to create inconsistencies in the

documentation abound. Making it that muchmore important

you double and cross-check. And if you’ve had a bright idea

(or change of heart) in the name, mission, or other key aspect

now wouldn’t be the time to act. Either hold off on a filing and

amend everything you’ve previously filed so it’ll match or file

and amend everything latter.
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As with any filing, make sure there isn’t information you

wouldn’t want to be known publicly and that you’ve followed

directions; like numbering pages, using certain identification

numbers and filling out everything that needs to be filled out.

Sounds pretty run of the mill but filings can be so mundane it’s

easy to run though em’ and forget certain things. Also check

whether there’s an expiration date, a regular update orfiling and

whether a copy of the filing has to be kept anywhere specific in

case someone asks to see it. Keep copies of any confirmation let-

ters or numbers along with all the other important documents.
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